ABSTRACT erful tool to bridge the gaps between low-level features and Users of image databases often prefer to retrieve relevant images by categories. Unfortunately, images are usually indexed by low-level features like color, texture and shape, which often fail to capture high-level concepts well. To address this issue, relevance feedback has been extensively used to associate low-level image features with highlevel concepts. Among all existing relevance feedback approaches, query movement and feature re-weighting have been proven to be suitable for large-scaled image databases with high dimensional image features. In this paper, we present a feature re-weighting approach using relevant images as well as irrelevant ones in the relevance feedback. As far as feature re-weighting approaches are concerned, one of their common drawbacks is that the feature re-weighting process is prone to be trapped by suboptimal states. To overcome this problem, we introduce a disturbing factor, which is based on the Fisher criterion, to push the feature weights out of sub-optimum. Experimental results on a large-scaled image database with 31,438 COREL images demonstrate the effectiveness of the presented method.
INTRODUCTION
The task of content-based image retrieval systems is to locate relevant images in image databases. To avoid the time consuming and subjective process of manual labeling of images, most image databases use content-based image retrieval techniques and index images with low-level image features such as color, texture and shape. These databases represent each image feature using a feature vector, and retrieve images according to the distance (or similarity) between their feature vectors and those of the query. Although various effective low-level features have been proposed for content-based image retrieval, none of them can always capture high-level concepts successfully. To address this issue, relevance feedback has been used as a pow-'THIS RESEARCH IS SUPPORTED BY THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION GRANTS.
high-level conceits. Most of the existing relevance feedback approaches learn an optimal query and the relative importance of each feature component from relevance feedback [ 11. More recently, some approaches [2, 31 convert the relevance feedback to an optimization problem and try to decorrelate the components of image features by a whitening transformation [4] , while others challenge the same problem with machine learning [5] or classification [6] methods.
other than feature re-weighting ones are sounder, since they don't assume that the components of image features are independent from each other. However, to get a reliable performance, many of these approaches require the number of training samples grows proportional with the dimensions of feature vectors [3] . This situation is often called the curse of djmensjondity, and it restricts severely the practical application of a lot of approaches to high dimensional data. On the other hand, the dimensions of many well-accepted image features are very high, For instance, a color histogram normally has a dimensionality of tens to hundreds. For image databases using high dimensional image features, the feature re-weighting approaches are still good choices. So, it is very critical to improve the performance of feature reweighting approaches for these databases.
In this paper, we present a feature re-weighting approach using the standard deviation of feature values from relevant images as well as the distribution pattern of irrelevant images on the axis of each feature component. As far as feature re-weighting approaches are concerned, one of their common drawbacks is that the feature re-weighting process is prone to be trapped by suboptimal states during the relevance feedback. To address this problem, we introduce a disturbing factor, which is based on the Fisher criterion and only assigns large weights to the former -which clusters all relevant images together and scatter the irrelevant images away from the relevant ones. For components whose distribution patterns are similar with case 3, both the Mars approach and our method assign small weights to them.
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Disturbing Factor
The relevance feedback may converge with only few or even just one relevant image. This is because the feature weights are trapped in some suboptimal state, which can be detected by the following conditions:
3. EXPERIMENTS lRkl = 1, for all IC 2 1.
0 Rk = Rk-' and lRkl < y for all k > 1, where y is a predefined threshold.
When either one of the above conditions holds, we think the feature weights is trapped in a suboptimal state. To push the feature weights out of the sub-optimum, we use a disturbing factor measured from the scatter of the classes of relevant images and irrelevant ones. In reality, irrelevant images tend to be multi-model, but we simplify the situation by regarding them as one class, since we just wish to resume the feature re-weighting process when it's stuck. where wF(l = 1, ..., M ) is the total distance between the feature 1 of query qk and those of relevant images after the kth iteration.
Experiment Setup
In our experiments, each image is represented by four image features. The first one is a 32-bin color histogram [l] in the HSV color space. The second one is a 9-bin color moments [7] extracted from the L*a*b color space. The third one is a 10-bin wavelet-based texture descriptor [3] . The fourth one is a 8-bin edge direction histogram obtained from the edge maps of an image. To get the edge maps, a color image is first converted to a gray-scaled one, and then convolved with the eight Sobel edge detectors. The eight convolved images are then thresholded to get edge maps in all the eight directions. Each bin in the edge direction histogram indicates the number of edge pixels in one of the eight primary directions.
The image database used to test the effectiveness of the proposed approach consists of 31,438 color images from COREL image set. Among them, 6,457 images from 73 semantic categories are used as query images for performance evaluation.
Precision and recall are used to evaluate the performance of the proposed approach. Precision is the number of the retrieved relevant images over the total number of retrieved images, and recall is the number of the retrieved relevant images over the total number of relevant images in the database.
To calculate precision and recall, only those retrieved images from the same semantic category as the query are counted as relevant.
The number of images returned to the user in each relevance feedback iteration is called the scope. Since the performance also depends on the scope, we conducted experiments on scopes of 40,80,120 and 200, respectively.
For a comparison, we provide the performance of the Mars approach [ 11 under the same experimental conditions.
Result Analysis
For each query, 4 feedback iterations are run, and the performance is shown in Table 1 . In the table, P and R denote precision and recall. The columns show the improvement of performance with the increasing of the relevance feedback iteration times, and the performance of the scopes.of 40,80, 120 and 200 are listed from the top to the bottom. From Table 1 , it is obvious that our method consistently outperforms the Mars approach. By using relevant images as well as irrelevant ones to re-weight image features, our method achieves a 3% to 5% gain in performance over the Mars approach. In addition, the Mars approach only achieve trivial improvement on performance after the second relevance feedback iteration. On the other hand, our approach is benefited from the disturbing factor introduced in Section 2.2, and attains more noticeable performance improvement for iterations after the second one. The precision and recall curves of our method, the Mars approach and the plain-Euclidean-distance-based approach without relevance feedback are shown in Figure 2 . These curves show the final performance of each approach after all the 4 relevance feedback iterations. We can learn from the curves that both feature re-weighting approaches outperform the plain approach noticeably, while our approach outperforms the Mars approach obviously.
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CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we presented a feature re-weighting approach for relevance feedback in content-based image retrieval. To re-weight image features, our approach not only uses the standard deviation of the feature values of relevant images, but also employs the distribution pattern of irrelevant images on the axis of every feature component. To overcome the commonly encountered suboptimal states in feature reweighting, we proposed using a Fisher-criterion-based disturbing factor to push feature weights out of sub-optimum. Experimental results on a very large-scaled image database 
